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Buy $SHENLONG

https://app.uniswap.org/#/swap?&chain=mainnet&use=v2&outputCurrency=0x4Ef9AA55FB02744a501EE6F2eCC77994D91aF0bB


Introduction
$SHENLONG is an anime-themed, Non-Fungible Token (NFT) card 

game protocol. It is based on real, physical trading cards. 

$SHENLONG and the card game are both linked to the Ethereum 

(ETH) network. 

The card game is linked to the NFT concept and the game is 

created to change the world and attract a range of players! Due to 

the teams experience in the crypto segment. smooth project 

development is ensured.  

The special significance of the number 7 is reflected in various 

parts of the project. Among other things each booster pack will 

contain 7 cards divided into 4 rarity categories. Included within 

these categories are character cards, special cards, and event 

cards which can indirectly influence gameplay. 
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Pseud    nym Cyber
Cyber is one of the former developers of the 2021 anime season. 

His honesty and transparency has always been warmly embraced 

by the community. Cyber’s IRL employment provided him profound 

knowledge in the field of marketing and project management. With 

his extensive knowledge, upcoming projects can be better planned 

and implemented. 

During the 2021 anime season. Cyber gained a lot of experience 

with the $GOKU project which reached a market capitalization of 

65 million. 

Community feedback is considered by Cyber in its decisions 

regarding $SHENLONG. 

Another unique fact is that Cyber is part of the development team 

of $LUFFY due to the migration from $GOKU.
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The Trading Game
The unique selling point of $SHENLONG will be the release of the 

card game. The game is playable through the use of real, physical 

trading cards. Rare cards are linked with NFT ownership. Rares will 

be differentiated amongst the 4 statuses: Common, Rare, 

Legendary, and Ultra. These cards will have unique verification 

codes linked on their backs so that they can be requested on the 

website. An online marketplace will be created for the exchange 

and sale of these cards which the community can trade! 

 

Each booster pack will contain 7 cards. One of these cards will 

have a Common, Rare, Legendary or Ultra status. At least one NFT 

will be issued to the buyer of each booster pack.
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tOKENOMICS

You will be rewarded for holding your tokens with 1 percent of the  

sale or purchase amount of each transaction.
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1% Rewards

1 percent of each transaction will be added to the LP.

1% Liquidity Pool (LP)

With every transaction you will help support $SHENLONG marketing  

efforts.

1% Marketing



Contract Benefits
During the creation of the contract, we were aware that certain 

functions should not be missing. 

 

Our contract has a blacklist function that allows us to detect and 

block bots. Transfers are excluded from taxes! Gas fees are the 

only cost. Furthermore, by controlling the contract we can 

implement modifications and hold special events such as tax-free 

weekends.  

 

Therefore, the $SHENLONG contract is not renounced. It can be 

adjusted to match market requirements.
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Vision
The unique marketing strategy of $SHENLONG helps better analyze 

competition. With the help of $SHENLONG, new standards are to be 

set within the crypto segment. The NFT hype shall be coupled with 

a new type of card game. Furthermore, a marketplace will be 

created where people can share ideas. We want to give underpaid 

animators the opportunity to develop and become part of a 

completely new concept.
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$SHENLONG DAO
With the help of a DAO system, users can participate in voting. As a 

holder, YOU can influence the development of $SHENLONG 

significantly through votes. The DAO system weighs votes based on 

holders’ token amount. Fair voting encourages interaction 

amongst investors.



The Team
$SHENLONG consists of a three-person team of developers who 

strongly promote the tokens development. In this process, the 

different members have different functions, and thereby form the 

link between development and expectations. Due to effective  

coordination within the team and great work ethic, plans can be 

made quickly and smoothly implemented. 
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Future
In order to be able to implement good marketing campaigns we 

deliberately chose a COPPER launch. The fundraising for marketing 

can be expanded and new opportunities for spreading information 

can be created. In order to guarantee an appropriate LP and to 

allow room for price development. $85,000 USD worth of ETH was 

added to the LP. Buybacks and social media involvement supports 

further development of the token. Funds raised also allow the 

release of the card game to be significantly accelerated.


